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Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. Let the Sylow 
p-subgroup of the finite group G be cyclic. It is proved that two finite-dimen- 
sional KG-modules A and A’ are isomorphic if and only if dim Hom(X, A) = 
dim Hom(X, A’) for all finite-dimensional KG-modules X. The proof develops 
properties of the representation algebras of such groups. 
Let 12 be a fixed algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. If G is any 
finite group, K(G) d enotes the abelian group freely generated by the isomor- 
phism classes of indecomposable KG-modules. (Only finite-dimensional 
modules will be considered in this paper.) It is known that there are only 
finitely many such classes if and only if the Sylow p-subgroups of G are 
cyclic. Likewise, if B is a block of KG, K(B) denotes the abelian group 
freely generated by the isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules in 
the block. There are only finitely many such classes if and only if the defect 
group of B (which is determined up to conjugacy) is cyclic. In [4] Janusz 
gives extensive details of the structure of these modules. These results were 
obtained independently by Kupisch in [6]. They are essentially independent 
of 12. 
In the case where K(G) is finitely generated, a homomorphism 
h(G): K(G) -+ K(G) is defined by requiring that its (1, J) matrix entry (where 
I and J are indecomposable modules) is dim Hom(J, 1). Thus 
k(G)1 = c dim Hom(1, J) * J. 
J 
The homomorphism h(B): K(B) -+ K(B) is defined whenever B has 
cyclic defect group by the same formula, in which the summation is over the 
isomorphism types of indecomposable modtrIes J E B, and each I E 3. 
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THEOREM 1. If G has cyclic Sylow p-subgroup, h( 
has cyclic defect group, h(B) has dete~~~na~t 1. 
As the second part of the theorem implies the first, only the second nee 
be proved. In view of the Krull-Schmidt theorem, Theorem 1 implies the 
following, and also the analogous statement for blocks. 
COROLLARY. If G has cyclic Sylow p-subgroup, two h~-~~d~~es A and A’ 
aye isomorphic if and only ;f dim Hom(X, A) = dim Hom(X, A’) for a8 
KG-modules X and if and only if dim Hom(A, X) = dim Hom(B’, X) for aD 
kG-modules X. 
Let be a subgroup of the finite group G. The homomorphism 
i(H, 6): K(H) -> K(G) 
is derived by linearity from the process of inducing representations. The 
homomorphism 
r(G, H): K(G) + K(H) 
is derived by linearity from the process of restricting representations. 
Now let B be any union of blocks p of the finite group G. We define 
K(B) = @ K(p). Let b b e a union of blocks of the subgroup I;b. Then bz(B) is 
defined as before, and also 
and 
i(b, B): K(b) + K(B) 
r(B, b): K(B) + K(b) 
are defined to be the appropriate components of i(N, 6) and r(G, II’), 
respectively. 
The transpose (with respect to the canonical bases) ~(6, M)t (respectively, 
r(B, !J)~) is well defined whenever K(G) [respectively, (BjJ is finitely 
generated. 
The homomorphisms i(H, G), Y(G, H)t will be considered henceforth only 
in the case where G has cyclic Sylow subgroup of order pd. In this case for 
rL = 0, l,..., d, K,(G) is defined to be that direct summand of K(G) freely 
generated by the isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules whose 
vertex [2, p. 4381 is contained in a subgroup of order pn, If n > dY interpret 
J&(G) as K(G). The homomorphism h,(G): K,(G) + K,(G) is defined to be 
the appropriate component of h(G), and i,(H, G), r,(G, F): ICJH) + K,(G) 
are defined to be the appropriate components of i(M, G), r(G, W)*. 
The homomorphisms i(b, B), r(B, b)t will be considered henceforth only 
in the case where the blocks concerned have cyclic defect groups. The direct 
&1/32!2-8 
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summands K,(B) of K(B) are defined as above, as are K,(b), i,(H, B), 
w, B), m(B, q, Y,(B, by. 
A proof later also uses r,(B, H)t where B has cyclic defect group but H is 
unrestricted. 
LEMMA. With the above notation and hypotheses. 
h,(G) * i,(H, G) = r,(G, H)t * h,(H), 
h,(B) * i,(b, B) = r,(B, b)$ . h,(b). 
Proof. Let I be an indecomposable kG-module, J an indecomposable 
kH-module, both with vertices contained in a subgroup of order pm. The 
adjointness relationship [9, p. II-61 shows that dim Hom,(JG, I) = 
dim Hom,(J, IH). The (I, J) en r t y in the matrix of h,(G) * i,(H, G) is, 
c dim Homo(M, I) * iJH, G)MJ = dim Hom,(JG, I). 
M 
(The summation was over the indecomposable KG-modules M, one from 
each class.) The (1, J) entry in the matrix of r,(G, H)t * h,(H) is, 
HomdJ, N) - y,(G, H)NI = dim HomdJ, 
(The summation was over the indecomposable KH-modules N, one from 
each class.) The same proof applies in the block case. 
In particular, as h,(G) is the “Cartan matrix” C(G), we recover, 
C(G) - i,,(H, G) = r,,(G, H)t . C(H). 
This is one version of the “Nakayama formulae” of [7]. Another, which will 
be used later, is 
iJ(K G) = I~(G, W, (1) 
where iJ(H, G) is the homomorphism derived by linearity from the process 
of inducing irreducible representations and taking their composition factors. 
Its domain in the modular representation ring of H (freely generated as an 
abelian group by the isomorphism class of irreducible KH-modules, and here 
identified with K,,(H) by the projective envelope construction); its range is 
that of G. As the Car-tan matrix gives the composition factors of the projective 
indecomposables [2, p. 5931, the two versions are equivalent. 
The following theorem will be established concurrently. It generalizes the 
well-known fact [2, p. 6021 that the determinant of the Cartan matrix is a 
power of p. 
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THEOREM 2. If G has cyclic Sylowp-subgroup, each. k~(G) has dete~~i~a~t a
power of p. If B has cyclic defect group, each h,(B) has dete~~i~a~t a power ofp- 
Proo$ First, consider a finite group H with a normal cyclic subgroup 
of order p” = q. As in [5], we identify the indecomposable kH-modul 
whose vertex is contained in Q with the nonisomorphic ideals kHL,ei , where 
L, is an ideal in RQ generated by (y - 1>g-S (y denotes a generator of Q), and 
the ei are a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents in kH. Each 
series kHLrei < .. < kHL,ed (=kHeJ has distinct nonzero terms, For each 
s, kHL,e, w kHL,e$ if and only if kHei XX kHej . 
If b is a block of H with defect group contained in Q, then the set of modules 
kHL,ei that are in b contains a representative of each isomorphism class of 
modules in b whose vertex has order <p”. 
Suppose t ,< s, and consider f E Hom(kHL,e, , kHL,ej). Since kHe$ is 
injective and kHL,e, < kHei, f can be extended to a homomorphism 
j’: kHei + kHej . The assignment g -+ g(e,) gives an isomorphism 
Hom(kHe, ) kHeJ --+ e,k 
Also, g E Hom(kHei , kHej) will be an extension of an element of 
Hom(kHL,ei , kHL,ej) 
if and only if g((y - l)g-SeJ E kHL,ej p i.e., 
(y - l)g-$g(eJ = x(y - l)n-t ej . 
This will be so (see [5]) if and only if g(eJ E I$HL~++~ q f Now suppose g, 
and g, are elements of Hom(kHe, , kHej) that coincide on KHL, ei ~ This 
means (y - l>P-S(gl(e,) - g2(ei)) = 0 andg,(eJ - g2(ei) E e&HL4-S ej . Hence 
om(kHL, ei ) &TEL, ej) 
= dim(eikHL,-,, ej) - dim(e,kHL,-, ej) 
= dim Hom(kHei , kHL,-,+, ej) - dim Hom.(kHe, ) kHLg-, ej). 
Tllis gives, 
dim Hom(kHL, e, , KHL, ej) - dim Hom(kHL, ed ) kHL,-, ej) 
= dim Hom(kHe, , kHej) - dim Hom(kHei , kHL,-, ej) 
= dim Hom(kHL, ei , KHL, ej). 
NOW suppose t > S. If f E Hom(kHL, ec , kHL, ej) then (y - I)“f(x) = 0 
for all x E KHL, ei , and f (x) E KHL, ej . Thus dim orn(k~~~ ei I KEEL, ej) = 
dim Hom(kHL, ei, KHL, e& 
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Change the notation so that e, , e2 ,..., e, is a maximal set of the above 
idempotents such that kHei E b and kHei $ kHe, for different i, j, 1 < i, j < r. 
The isomorphism classes of the modules kHL,e, , kHL,e, ,..., kHLle+. ,
kHL,e, ,..., kHLne, form a basis for K,(b). Using this basis, in the order 
indicated, the matrix h,(b) fall into Y x Y blocks, 
HII H,, + El,, 1.. h,(b) = . 
I : 
. 
Subtraction of the ith row of blocks from the (i + 1)th for i = q - l,..., 1 
reveals that det h,(H) = [det(Hrr)]Q. But KHL, is a RH module with trivial 
action by Q, and can be identified with the regular representation of H/Q. 
In fact, the distinct isomorphism types of the modules kHL,e, where e is a 
primitive idempotent in kH, form a complete set of projective indecomposable 
k(H/Q)-modules. So HI, is a component of the Cartan matrix for H/Q and 
hence has determinant a power of p. 
If Q is the Sylow subgroup of H, this further shows that det k(H) = 1. 
Green’s correspondence [l, ,p. 4881 will now be used to complete the proof 
of Theorem 2 by induction on n. As has already been noted, it is true when 
n = 0. Assume that it is true for n = m - 1. 
Let B be a block of G with cyclic defect group D, and let Q be the subgroup 
of D of order pm. Then each class of indecomposable modules in K,(B) has 
a representative whose vertex is contained in Q. Let H = No(Q) and letf be 
the Green correspondence with respect to G, H, and Q. 
In this context there is a Brauer homomorphism s (with respect to G, H 
and Q) from the center of KG to the center of kH [3, p. 1821. Let e be the 
block idempotent of B. Then s(e) = C ei , where each ei is a block idempotent 
in kH that belongs to a block bi with cyclic defect group Di such that DTf < D 
for some xi E G. [3, p. 1841. 
Let V be a KG-module in B. Then s(e)f(V) = f(V) [3, p. 1861. It follows 
thatf( V) is in one of the blocks bi . Let b denote the union of the bi . Conlon’s 
theorem [3, p. 1851 shows that f(V) E b implies V E B. 
We now use the lemma applied to B and b. Order the basis elements of 
K,(B), K,(b) so that the indecomposable modules whose vertex is Q come 
first and in orders that correspond with respect tof. Then the statement of the 
lemma may be written in the partitioned form, 
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where F = h,,(@), M = h,-,(b), I is the identity matrix and 0 is the zero 
matrix. The inductive hypothesis shows that the determinants ofP and M are 
powers of p. As det(h,(B)) = det(C - DF-IE) . de$F) whilst d~t~~~~b)) = 
det(J - KAPL) * det(M) is already known to be a power of p, it suffices to 
show that C - DF-IE = J - KM-lL. But the identity of partitione 
matrices yields on expansion: 
C+DX=J+ZL, 
DYiVPL = KM-IL f .ZiWVPL, 
DF-IE + DF-lFX = DF-ITL, 
DF-IFYM-IL = DF-1T3!UW1L, 
and subtraction of the second and third equations from the sum of the first 
and fourth gives the result. 
Rather than refining this argument to prove Theorem 1, we will use the 
following extension of Brauer’s Theorem on induced characters [2, I). 283]. 
As usual a product of a cyclic group and a group of prime power order is 
called elementary. 
‘FHEOREM 3. The following equality, iB which the ~~rnrn~~~o~ is taken over 
the subgroups N of G whose Sylow p-subgroup f is normal ilz Hand contained a% a 
defect group (assumed cyclic) of the block B and z&icFE aye sucfz that ET/ 
elementary, holds, 
C Y(B, H)* K(H) = K(B) 
The special case already treated shows that h(H) K(H) = K( 
c h(B) i(H, B) K(N) = 1 r(B, ZZI)~ h(M) K(N) = 
Hence h(B) is surjective. Hence its determinant is 5 1. By Theorem 2, the 
value must be positive. Note that an analogous argument using free Z(l/p) 
modules rather than free abelian groups establishes Theorem 2 up to an 
ambiguity of sign once it has been verified for groups of the above special 
structure. 
Theorem 3 will now be proved by showing by induction on n that, 
c rn(B, fV f&W) = Kn( 
When 12 = 0, [in view of (l)], this states that 
This is Brauer’s Theorem for induced mod 
page III-24 of [9]. (Note that we still have the representation rings of M and 
identified with K,,(H), K,,(B), respectively.) So assume the result for 
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n = m - 1. We first prove the result under the additional assumption that the 
subgroup Q of order pm of the defect group of B is normal in G. It now 
suffices to show that C Y&B, H)tKnz(H) = K&3) using the description of 
the modules quoted above. Let, for each s, X?(B) denote the subgroup of 
K,(B) generated by the isomorphism classes of the KGL, ei . As KGL, ei m 
KGL, ej if and only if kGei M kGej , iFS)(B) is isomorphic to K,(B) under the 
map f(“)(B) induced by linearity from the correspondence KGL, ei + kGei . 
(This sort of argument is developed further in [l].) 
If Q < H < G, restriction of modules induces a homomorphism 
r(S)(B, H): PSI(B) + K?(H), such that, 
f(s)(H) - O(B, H) = yo(B, H) . f(@(B). 
NOW 
(using the result for m = 0, with summation over T as in the statement of the 
theorem) 
(where H runs over those subgroups T whose Sylow subgroup is Q) 
= T ; r(@(B, H)t Sag K,,(H) + l-&JB) 
= ; ; rcs)(B, H)* P)(H) + K,+#) 
and this is the required inductive proof. 
Now consider the general case in which B is a block of G with cyclic 
defect group D. Let G * = No(Q) where Q is the subgroup of D or order pm. 
Let B* be the union of those blocks of G* whose idempotents occur in the 
decomposition of the image of the idempotent of B under the Brauer homo- 
morphism with respect to G, G*, and Q. Let Cm(B*) be the abelian group 
freely generated by the isomorphism classes of KG* modules not in B* whose 
vertex is cyclic of order < pm. Then a restriction r,: Km(B) -+ C,(B*) is 
defined as before, and 
rmtCm(B*) C K&B). (2) 
This follows from the Green correspondence as in the proof of Theorem 2. 
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Now let M be an indecomposable module in of vertex Q, considered as a 
basis element of &(I?). Let N be the KG*-module that corresponds to M 
under the Green correspondence. Then we have 
M = r,(B, G*)*N. 
The above special case of the theorem applies to G*, and shows that there 
are elements LH E K,(H) such that 
N = c rm(B*, H)tL, 
H 
(where the subgroups H are as described above). 
Now 
M = c T,(B, G*)t Y,(B*, ~IT)~L, 
H 
= ; T,(B, N)tL, - rmiX 
for some X E Cm(B*). The inductive hypothesis shalws, in view of (2) that 
rmtX is expressible as a sum of the same type as the first term. 
Remark. It is reasonable to conjecture that if A is an associative algebra 
of finite dimension over the algebraically closed field k such that A has only 
finitely many nonisomorphic indecomposable modules MI ,...) iMY then 
det [dim Hom,(Mi , Mj)] = 1. Only limited information is available about 
such algebras (see [8] and the references of [4]). Algebraic closure mnst be 
assumed to exclude the case when A is a finite extension field of k. This note 
establishes a special case of the conjecture. However Janus.2 [4? p. 2161 
gives a basis for the algebra obtained from a group algebra by taking a bEoek 
with cyclic defect. He remarks on page 240 that taking the same basis and 
multiplication table but changing the field (even changing the characteristic) 
gives new algebras not so obtainable but with essentiahy the same representa- 
tion theory. Hence these algebras also satisfy the conjecture. 
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